The facilitatory role of sound symbolism in infant word learning
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Abstract
Sound symbolism or the nonarbitrary link between language sound and meaning are commonly found across many languages of the world. A well-known example is the association between rounded vs. angular shapes and labels (i.e., the Bouba-kiki effect by Köhler, 1929/1947). Previous research has shown that sound symbolic words play facilitative role for preschool children’s novel verb learning (Imai, Kita, Nagumo & Okada, 2008; Kantartzis, Imai & Kita, 2011), helping children identify what aspects of motion events should be mapped to verbs. In this research, we explore whether sound symbolism may facilitate language learning in human infants who have just begun to learn word meanings. Sound symbolism may be a useful cue particularly at the earliest stages of word learning, because this cue seems to be available without needing prior word learning experience (Gogate & Hollich, 2010). Using a habituation paradigm and a Bayesian model-based analysis, we demonstrated that 14-month-old infants could detect Köhler-type (1947) shape-sound symbolism, and could use this sensitivity in their effort to establish the word-referent association.
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Introduction
Traditional linguistics has long assumed that links between a word’s form and meaning are arbitrary (de Saussure, 1916/1983). However, words whose forms are motivated by their meanings (i.e., sound symbolic words) are commonly found across many languages of the world. For example, bump and thump sound like what they mean: an event with an abrupt end (e.g., Firth, 1935). Several languages even have large grammatically defined lexical classes of sound symbolic words (i.e., “ideophones,” “expressives,” or “mimetics”) (Voeltz & Kilian-Hatz, 2001; Kita, 1997). A well-known example of sound symbolism is the association between rounded vs. angular shapes and labels (Köhler, 1929/1947; see also Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001). Given a forced choice, adults and children from different languages (e.g., German, English, and Swahili) much prefer to label rounded objects bouba (or maluma) and angular objects kiki (or takete) (e.g., Davis, 1961; Holland & Wertheimer, 1964).

Recently, evidence for sensitivity to sound symbolism in young infants is emerging (Penà, Mehler, & Nespor, 2011; Ozturk, Krehm, & Vouloumanos, 2012). Ozturk et al. (2012) demonstrated that even 4-month-olds are sensitive to the bouba-kiki sound-shape mappings.

An interesting question is whether sensitivity to sound symbolism is useful for language development. Previous research has shown that sound symbolic words play facilitative role for preschool children’s novel word learning, helping children identify what aspects of the world should be mapped to verbs (Quine, 1969, Markman, 1989). For example, Maurer et al. (2006) demonstrated that 2.5-year-old children are likely to match rounded sounding labels with simple, rounded objects and jagged sounding labels with pointy objects (Mondloch & Maurer, 2004; Maurer, Pathman, & Mondloch, 2006). In addition, sound symbolism also helps 3-year-olds infer meanings of novel verbs, which are generally more difficult than object names (Imai et al., 2008; Kantartzis, Imai, & Kita, 2011). Thus, sound symbolism is a good candidate for mappings from word forms to referents in the early stages of development. However, it is not clear whether such sensitivity to sound symbolism in young infants is used for word learning at the initial stage of language development.

Before toddlerhood, it is unknown how the youngest word learners can “break into” the process of mapping words to their referents. For infants just starting to learn words, the induction problem is much harder (Hollich, et al., 2007; Spiegel & Halberda, 2011), and these infants likely rely more on perceptual regularities, due to limited memory and information processing abilities (Gogate & Hollich, 2010). In fact, infants between 10- and 17-months of age find it much more difficult to utilize word-learning strategies used by older infants to infer novel word meanings (Woodward & Hoyne, 1999). At this age, infants may use more perceptual strategies to map words, which can often lead them to the wrong referent (e.g., Hollich et al., 2007).

As with toddlers, however, sound symbolic words may be easier to learn, and these early links may help to scaffold mappings from word forms to referents in the early stages of development. In the present study, we examine whether sound symbolic links can provide early word-referent cues. Specifically, we asked if 14 month-old infants could utilize sensitivity to Köhler-type (1947) shape-sound symbolism...
to establish association between a word and a referent object. Here we chose infants at 14 months of age, who are just old enough to learn new words in laboratory tasks, but are at an age when learning is still very fragile, especially when trying to process the precise phonological forms of words (Stager & Werker, 1997).

We hypothesized that 14-month-olds detect sound-shape correspondence, and that this ability helps these infants make mappings from word forms to their referents. Specifically, we taught Japanese-learning infants two word labels, and then tested whether they encoded these labels in a preferential looking procedure. Half the infants were taught two sound symbolic labels (as rated by adults); half were taught the mismatching labels. We predicted that those in the sound symbolically matching condition would learn labels more easily than those in the mismatching condition.

This report features a Bayesian model-based data analysis. Infants looking behavior—particularly in a preferential looking paradigm, in which infants must compare two objects to make a decision—is very complex: It often shifts dynamically instead of staying stable during a trial. Also, because of the dynamic nature of looking, it is difficult to determine the most appropriate time window prior to the analysis. Furthermore, infants’ looking time is “noisy”, affected largely by looking profiles inherent in individual infants (e.g., a preference to look at a certain location on the monitor, a preference to look at a particular object, the likelihood to shift eye-gaze, etc.). Ignoring these idiosyncratic looking biases can weaken statistical power. Despite this problem, researchers have traditionally used ANOVA to examine the effect, where infants’ looking time is averaged over a pre-set time window and individual-based looking biases are treated as experimental noise. In this research, we employed a Bayesian approach to analyze the data, which offers a new method of data analysis that is more adaptive to complex and dynamic nature of infants’ looking behavior (see the Bayesian Data Analysis section for more details).

Method

Participants

Participants were thirty-four full term, monolingual Japanese 14-month-olds (M = 14;16, range 13;27-15;9, 22 males). Infants were randomly assigned to either the match or mismatch condition. An additional 11 infants were excluded from data analyses due to experimental error (n = 1), or fussiness during the experiment (n = 10).

Apparatus

A black cloth curtain surrounded a 21-inch display where visual stimuli appeared, and a digital video camera was hidden below the screen, relaying video of the infant to the control area. Video was also recorded (29.97 fps) for offline coding of looking.

Stimulus materials

Target stimuli consisted of a round versus a spiky shape, as well as audio recordings of two novel words, kipi and moma (Figure 1). Stimuli were constructed on the basis of a pilot study, where we first chose consonants (m, l, n, p, k), and vowels (a, o, i) that are related to smooth and jagged shapes according to previous research on sound symbolism (Köhler, 1929/1947; Maurer, et al., 2006; Westbury, 2005). Moma and kipi were selected because our adults frequently chose these as the best match to the smooth/round and spiky/jagged shapes, respectively, and both were nonwords in Japanese. The two shapes were colored to make them more interesting to infants. Colors were chosen not to affect the shape sound symbolism.

During a habituation phase, infants were presented with two pairs of audio-visual stimuli: in the match condition, kipi – spiky, object and moma - round object; in the mismatch condition, kipi - round object, moma - spiky object. Infants were presented with filler stimuli, consisting of colored drawings of a ball, a banana, a car, and a picture book, paired with audio recordings of the corresponding word in Japanese. These items were chosen based on normative data from the Japanese MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventory (J-MCDI) (Ogura & Watamaki, 2004). A female Japanese speaker recorded the target and filler words, along with all other speech used in the experiment, in an infant-directed speech register.

Procedure

Infants were tested individually in a quiet room on their parent's lap, positioned 60 cm from the display. Pretest, habituation, and test phases were presented, each of which contained several trials separated by a short attention-getting movie. Parents were instructed to keep their eyes closed, and also asked to complete the J-MCDI.

Pretest phase Here we presented 4 familiarization and 2 referential trials in random order. Familiarization trials showed side-by-side displays of either filler or target objects. Each trial lasted 8 seconds and was accompanied by, "Mite! Mite!" (Look! Look!). Two referential trials were included to enhance infants’ understanding of the referential nature of the labels (Fennell & Waxman, 2010), and here a single familiar object slowly moved (either up and down, or right and left) on the display, accompanied by the corresponding label in isolation and then in a carrier sentence (e.g., "Kuruma! Kuruma-wo mite!" [Car! Look at the car!]).

Habituation phase The habituation phase consisted of a pseudo-randomly ordered series of trials such that each word-object pairing appeared twice in every block of four trials. In each trial, a single target object moved slowly from right to left in order to maintain infants’ attention (Werker et al., 1998), while one of the target words was paired with it (Figure 1). Trials lasted a maximum of 16 seconds and were accompanied by 13 tokens of a target word, each spoken with a different intonation pattern. The habituation criterion was set to a maximum of 24 trials, or a decrease of 65% in looking to the longest previous block of 4 trials (Stager &
infants’ looking behavior may be affected by the nature of the stimuli and experimental settings, it is difficult to determine the most appropriate time window prior to the analysis. Third, although substantial individual difference is expected in infants’ looking profiles (e.g., a preference to look at a certain location on the monitor, a preference to look at a particular object, the likelihood to shift eye-gaze, etc.), these response biases are simply treated as experimental noise, which weakens statistical power to detect the experimental effect of interest.

In the current analysis—to rectify these limitations in traditional linear models—we performed a Bayesian model-based analysis based on Yurovsky, Hidaka, and Wu, 2012. In a Bayesian framework, a hypothetical relationship among a set of experimental factors (e.g., training effects), subsidiary factors (e.g., object-specific bias) and potential patterns of behaviors (e.g., looking time) are expressed as a statistical model with a set of parameters which is estimated through model fitting to a given dataset. In the present analysis, there are two major sets of parameters. The first set includes preference parameters for factors that could potentially affect the looking of a particular AOI at a given moment: individual infants’ location preference, object preference, preference to look at the trained object, preference to look at the object that was sound symbolically matching to the label. The second set consisted of group parameters, which classify participants in such a way that within-group similarity in infants’ response patterns and across-group differences are simultaneously maximized.

Results

Looking data from each of the critical video frames were classified as a look to the left AOI, to the right AOI, or to a ‘no-look’ AOI. We analyzed infants’ looking times (as frame-by-frame counts) as a function of five factors: a location-specific preference, an object-specific preference, a “correct” (trained) object preference, a sound symbolism preference, and the interaction between training and the sound symbolic match. The location-specific preference is defined as a bias to look toward the left or right AOI, relative to the preference for the no-look AOI for each infant independent of the match/mismatch condition. The object preference is a bias to look toward a particular object compared to the no-look AOI (with some other objects). The correct object preference is a preference to look at the object with which the label was associated during the habituation phase. The sound symbolism preference is a tendency to look at the sound symbolically matching object (to the label heard in the trial) after the onset of the speech (i.e., the preference for the spiky object after the onset of speech “kipi,” or the preference for the round object after “moma”). Through the process of model fitting, we estimated a set of parameters for all of the five factors above, but we focus only on the three experiment-relevant factors, i.e., training, sound-symbolic match, and training-sound-symbolism interaction factors here.
We first analyzed the effect of the training and that of sound symbolism separately against the baseline preference, to see whether training and/or sound symbolism alone affected infants’ looking behavior after the speech onset. For this purpose, we performed a series of models using (Bayesian) hypothesis testing. In Bayesian hypothesis testing, each model specifies a probability of a hypothesis to reproduce the current looking dataset. We tested a contribution of a particular factor, by evaluating the goodness of fit for two models—one with the target factor and one without—by a Bayes factor (Jeffreys, 1961; See also Wagenmakers et al. (2010) for a review in psychological studies). “The Bayes factor (BF) X of Model A to B given a dataset” indicates that the odds ratio for Model A to reproduce the dataset is X times higher than that for Model B to do so under even prior probability for each model. In the present study, we considered a Bayes factor larger than 30 (or equivalently log-Bayes factor larger than 3.4) to be strong evidence in support for the Model A over Model B, based on Jeffreys’ (1961) criterion.

Six models were evaluated as shown in Table 1. The first three models—P1-full, P2-full, and P3-full models—were full models in which all of the three experimental factors were included. These three models assumed different levels of complexity in their functions of looking probability. The first order polynomial function was assumed for the P1-full model, and the second- and third-order polynomial functions were assumed for the P2-full and P3-full models, respectively. We then compared the three models to determine the optimal level of complexity in the function in the model. The analysis on the Bayes factors indicates that the middle degree of complexity (P2-full) is strongly favored over both the relatively simple (P2-full to P1-full: 27.5) and complex model (P2-full to P3-full: 247.4). We therefore employed the P2-full model as the baseline model, against which each of the subset models was compared.

To evaluate the effect of the three experimental factors, we calculated the Bayes factors for the three additional models in Table 1, i.e., P2-NoInt., P2-NoSS, and P2-NoTr against the P2-full baseline model (see Table 1 for results and the abbreviations). The analysis of the Bayes factors suggests that the P2-full model was strongly favored over the P2-NoInt (109.6), P2-NoSS (119.6), and the P2-NoTr (92.5). These results indicate that all effects of sound symbolism, training, and the interaction between training and sound symbolism significantly contributed to the model fit.

This suggest that infants tended to look at the trained object regardless of whether this object was sound symbolically matching or not. Furthermore, sound symbolism affected infants’ looking, regardless of whether infants were trained on a sound symbolically matching object.

Table 1: Summary of the hypotheses testing on the six models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>#P</th>
<th>Tr</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>TS</th>
<th>Ply</th>
<th>#G</th>
<th>log-BF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P2-full*</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1-full</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3-full</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>247.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2-NoInt.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>109.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2-NoSS.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>119.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2-NoTr.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>92.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The abbreviations are as follows: #P: the number of parameters for each cluster, Tr, SS, and TS: whether the model contains preference parameters for trained object, sound symbolism match object, and the interaction between them (“Y” if the model has), Ply: the order of polynomial functions of the looking time courses, #G: the estimated number of groups of infants, Log-BF: the log-Bayes factor of the P2-full model reproducing the data relative to the compared model. Pn-full: a full-factored model with the n-th order polynomial functions, P2-NoInt: a model without interaction between training and sound symbolic match, P2-NoSS: a model without the effects of sound-symbolic match, P2-NoTr: a model without the effects of training. *: the best model.

Discussion

The present study aimed to clarify the facilitating role of sound symbolism in novel word learning in 14-month-old infants. Although the infants at this age sometimes show difficulty for matching words to their correct referents due to their limited cognitive ability, 14-month-olds could utilize sound-symbolic correspondeces between speech sounds and object in this study. By Bayesian analysis, the effects of sound symbolism, training, and the interaction between sound symbolism and training all significantly contributed to the infants’ looking behavior.

The current Bayesian data analysis shed light on the issue of how the youngest word learners break into the incredibly difficult process of mapping words to their references. One of the great advantages of Bayesian analysis is that it could wash out the critical experimental effects when traditional averaged analysis are treated as “noise,” can be considered. By classifying participants with similar looking patterns into clusters and estimating group parameters, fine-grained response characteristics for a particular subgroup of infants.

The fact that significant contribution of factors sound symbolism, training, and the interaction between sound symbolism and training revealed in early word learning stage may provide an important clue for solving the difficulty for mapping word to their referents. Sound symbolism may
allow infants to anchor speech to meaning, which in turn helps them obtain "referential insight"--- the insight that language sounds are symbols that represent concepts (Gogate & Hollich, 2010). Once infants get into sound-symbolically based systems relating surface structure to meaning, they may be able to use this early knowledge to bootstrap themselves to more abstract meanings, needing direct perceptual anchors less and less, perhaps reflecting similar trajectories in language evolution (Kita, Kantartzis, & Imai, 2010).
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